**NEW WKPBN30**

Everything you need to ECONOMICALLY create a lighted generator power panel inside your home, quickly, easily and safely. Brings emergency back-up power safely inside and keeps toxic generator exhaust and carbon monoxide outside.

Run essential household appliances during a power outage.

**OUTDOOR**

- Power inlet box
- Slide-out track for fast, easy access to connections
- Bottom generator cord entry

**INDOOR**

- Generator power panel
- Twin super-bright LEDs illuminate power panel and indoor area
- Only 4 wires to connect: Black, Red, Green (ground), White (neutral)

**NEW CONCEPT!**

**PORTABLE GENERATOR THROUGH-THE-WALL KIT**

**RUN YOUR PORTABLE GENERATOR - OUTSIDE**

**CONNECT THIS PRE-WIRED POWER PANEL - INSIDE**

**ELIMINATE CORDS THROUGH OPEN DOORS**

**TO HELP KEEP YOU SAFE FROM GENERATOR EXHAUST**

Reliance Controls is the world leader in generator transfer switches and panels. We have been manufacturing in Racine, Wisconsin since 1909.